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Pedal pushers are such a chic and casual vintage garment, and it is so much easier to refashion an existing
pair of pants into this style than it is to start from scratch! This tutorial was originally published here on my
blog, after I refashioned some thrifted pants into pedal pushers for 4th of July:
http://annaintechnicolor.wordpress.com/2012/07/06/tutorial-refashioning-modern-pants-into-1950s-style-pedal-pushers/
And you can see more of my finished sewing projects (I do historic, vintage, and modern sewing) on my
blog, anna in technicolor: http://annaintechnicolor.wordpress.com/

Step 1 — Gather supplies
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For this refashion, you will need: a ruler AND hem gauge, shears, thread scissors, thread, pins, and a pair of
pants that fits you (mine are a pair of Banana Republic stretch cotton sateen ones that I thrifted).

Step 2 — Try on pants

Next, try on your pants. I recommend using a mirror for this next step, as you are going to want to find the
place where the pants begin to get wide (usually this is right around the knee area, where the pants begin to
taper out from a more-fitted thigh). Mark this area with a pin. Next, go all the way down to the bottom of the
pants and pinch out all the excess fullness with your hand (donâ—�t pinch too tight! You donâ—�t want to
cut off your circulation), and measure how much extra width needs to come out. For me, this number was
4â—³. Take the pants off, measure how far up from the bottom you put that pin, and turn the pants inside out.
Place the pin back on the inside of the garment.

Step 3 — Rip out hem

Next, use your seam ripper to rip out the hem. You also want to make sure that your seam allowances are
able to lay against one another, so rip out the stitches that are causing them to lay flat.
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Step 4 — Mark pants

Now, itâ—�s time to do some math (I promise itâ—�s easy, though!). Youâ—�re going to divide how much
extra width to take out of your pants by 4. As you recall, my number was 4â—³, so 4/4 is 1, meaning that the
new seam is going to start 1â—³away from the old seam. Smooth out one side of your pant leg (you can use
an iron if you need to) and mark 1â—³ away from the side seam at the very bottom of the pants. I used
tailorâ—�s chalk for my mark, since it comes out easy.

Step 5 — Connect pin to chalk mark
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Next, using a long ruler, you are going to draw a connecting line from the pin at the top to the mark at the
bottom. It should look like a triangle/dart.

Step 6 — Pin along the line and repeat on the other side
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Place pins all along this line you just drew, and repeat with the other side of the leg.

Step 7 — Try on the pants & test fit

Try on the pants and test the fit. If you need to take out extra width, do so now. Donâ—�t make them too
tight, a little extra width in the knee area (though it can be annoying) is okay, as this enables you to use your
legs. Once youâ—�re satisfied with the fit on one leg, repeat the process on the other pant leg.

Step 8 — Stitch and trim the seam allowance
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Stitch along the lines that you marked. After stitching, press the seam flat. Now, weâ—�re going to remove
the extra width from the seam, so that you donâ—�t have bulkly seams. For my pants, I just measured
1/2â—³ away from the new seam I just sewed and cut that off, so I was left with a triangle piece: Use your
favorite seam finishing technique to finish the raw seams you now have. You can use a serger, or my favorite
technique, stitching 1/4â—³ away from the seam allowances and then pinking the raw edges. After
youâ—�ve done that, press the seam open. You may have to remove some of the seam stitching on the pants
(like I had to) if it overlaps with the seam allowance and gets in your way of pressing the seam open.

Step 9 — Hem & press
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Finally, hem the pants! I liked where the original hem was, and there was already a prominent crease there,
which made hemming oh-so-easy, but if you want your pants longer or shorter, nowâ—�s the time to change
that. After hemming, turn right-side-out and press.

Step 10 — Wear and admire
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Now you're ready to sport your new pedal pushers with some pearls and red lipstick. ;)
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